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CIfqAB_:_.LRACT ;

Four ]<I:,DT:PlJ.{_hl,'_ war's eondu(rl;ed dm_:l,nf_ 1,he 'retainer o£ .I-97P over

i

I,ht,_ WII:I.I;o [il),l_cl,qM]._; 'i],O l{all{_o. The pln?i)ost: Of 'I;ht_,qo l;es'l,,q W,%;_1,O
q,
}

qll,q,' J.fy '[;De V:l.k;[n/_ p_ra,ehll'[;e sysl,o, lll boh:ind '|,h() flll].-scm,].e V:l,kin_
E

]il_l'J',ry Veh'.ie/I.o over the l_l_X_llll_lll Yl_nL_O,of Oll'[;l_k..COll(][ '1ions m_tieip;',ted

in th(; Viking _'(5 soft lauding on Ma,r_ ' .....I Ill {'*' [, (_,OI]CC]?I_I;_ o(,_liJ (]rQ([ ell

the ability o'.f 'the. minimum weight parachu'l;o sytrt;t;m, t,o oI_erate w:i.thou'b

fabric dmnat;e in the w_c _. of the blun'b-body (:re.try veh:i_<l,e.

This _,s 'the "' -'
• _].r,,t;known :i,nstance of parachute operation at supersonic

speeds in the wake of such a large blunt body. The f].:iglrttests

utilized the lat'gest successful balloon-payload weigkt combination

known to reach the earth's upper atmosphere where a varying number of

rocket engines were employed to boost the test vehicle to speeds and

dynamic pressures simulating the range of conditions on Mars.

This report presents a summary of the test series. Test conditions

ranged from a Much number of 2.0 to 0.5 and dynamic pressure from ii._

to h.}_psf. This range of conditions covers the uncertainty in entry

conditions at Mars due to atmospheric and entry performance tmcertainties.

The report emphasizes p_rachute performance and simulated Mars entry

vehicle motions as influenced by the parachute performance. Conclusions

are presented regarding the ability of the parachute to perform within

the operational parameters required, for _ successful soft Martian l_nding.

A list of references which covers all reports in the qualification test

progr_un is included.

Jm'_,_:L. Raper
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, i|i ,, •I IN ROI)IICI!C)N

That ptlrposc of., t:hLq r_p_g_ t,8 _o _umm_r_¢_ the ram=Ill; of q._ttfi-

eat_on flight tests of th,,_Vi,klt:g dp.c._,lernrorsysi:em which cerc cL)n(hler_d

as the B_l!oo1_,Launched l:,ccetorator'l)cst(Bl,lrr)program at the)Nhlte Sands

Misslle Ran[;e (WSFIIt)In the suttuu_rof 1972. Thc_prlme object:lye of these

testa.was to veri_'y the satisfactory operat:on and performance of tlle

full-scale Vlklng decelerator In a slmulated Fiats environment and in t'he

wake of a full-si_,ed Viking entry vehicle, l'n order _o provide the velo-

city/atmospherlc dens£ty equiw_lent of the Mars parachute deploy_nent con-

di.tions, the BI,DT vehicle was lifted to approximately 120,000 feet in the

Eartl_-atmosphure beneath a large balloon system. The _Lt_'rvehicle was

similar in size and shape to the Viking entry vehicle. Once at the proper

altltude over the.Nhite Sands Fiissile Range, the BLDT vehicle was boosted

by rocke_ motors to the proper test conditions of Finch number and dynamic

pressure.

Three teat po£nts were or£glnally selected to bracket the range of

posslble Fiats deployment conditions. 'rest number I (vehicle designation

F

I AV-I) was to demonstrate performance and structural integrity at depio_nnent
t

_? conditions that were £tzexcess of the maximum Fiats effective dynamic pres-

i sure and in eRccss cf Finch number eqaal to 2.0. The first tc_stvehicle

_ overshot |.ts intended deployment dytmt_.icprt,.qsnreby about _3 percent

: because of vehicle damage incurred dnrlng launch. Although the parachute

wae deployed successfully, damage was sustained it',t_o o_ the gores. The

test was subsequently ruled a "no-test" with i_s obJectlvvs reassigned to

a fourth it,st:vehicle (AV-4).

!
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T_,_t Nun|her 2 (AV-2) w;m to de.u]ml:;t:rnt,, pt, rfnrm_lnt't_ /t1: dep|oymc, ul:

_;oul,d be e_p_rienec, d on Mnr,q.

Tc'_Jt Numbor 3 (AV-3) wa_ I;o demou,dtrat_, perfc, rul_tl_ce _:lt; ,leplLLvn_ent con,.

diti, onn r(-,,prt_ent'in_,_ _1 v _ ]1 o t_ t t: 7 that _:_ ],en,_ thnu the Mar;: envelop_ and a

nominal dyn_{mie preu,_ure.

The four test_ were conducted or, the dates shown below. Detailed

reports on each of these t_;_t ftiBht:._ have been published and arc

referenced. The reader who £s iuterested in more specific infurmat.lou on

tho.-taunch operat_ouu, tho--BLDT vehicle design and it:_ i,n,Jtrumeutatt.on aud

i operational procedttreu u_ed during, the flight: i,,_ referred to t:h,:,_e refer-

ence reports ,',

"_ Flight Date Reference ReP0rt

AV-I July II, 1972 TR-3720289

AV-2 July 26, 1.972 TR-3720291

i AV-3 August 1.9, 1972 TR-3720293 {

AV-4 August 13, 1972 TR-3720295

t Thi_ report will limit itself t:o a review of the decelerator perform-
; ante for the four teut" flights and wilt attelttp__o summarize the statuu of

_ ,j parachute qualification for the Mars mission.

I

I
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TAI_I,F, !

l _ I'1' ,' '1,ARALIII I, I,I,ONI, I h I I: PI_OPF,I_T I I,',_;

_1tern lh _1{It ii v t, \'_l Im' V{tl llv

Nl)ill_l, tlt, I I d J HIl|lJti_r 1) _ ) '1 } I _ I ? { _ t
O

.J:_o,:_.,.,trl.eporo:tity',',' ().1.25 g 271, t.'t

Total, llrt,tl (,q{,)** (_/4) Do _ 221)1_.2 |,'t _

Di_lk area,I, O. B3 8 I | b_3. ;t ft _
o

lliult di__|lllt:_t;{_[ ' O. 721_ 1) 38. *J tt
O

Disk ¢iri:tlilifiDl'c,_ni_LJ :_.285 I} 171 ft',
O

: GAP area 0.12 S 264.7 ft7
O

(lAP width 0.042 11 2,2 ft.
o

Band area 0.35 S 772.2 ft2
O

Band width 0.121. D 0.4 ft
O

Vent area O.OOb S 11.0 ft 2
i 0

i

Vent diameter 0,)7 !1 3,7 lit
tl

Number of stls|lOllUiOll llne,a -- 48

Lenljth ot7 Htl_liUilHiOn ].J,no,_i [.7 D 90 ft
tl

* V_lll_ pl.u_J gap provide 1.2.5 percent getiilietri_ po_:mitty
I

** DLsk + gap 4. band

+ Includeu vent
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The desJ,red tc,_t eot_d'l t:i.o_,qof dynami." pressure and Mac.h nu_ber or
I:

w_locity occur at Lart_h a1._itudes in the 140_000 foot altitude rangt-,. A i

=omblnatio1: of balloons and rockets, si_ilar to that utilized for the PEPP

tests (Reference 6) were emp.loyed to reach =he desired _'_:st:altitude for

each test. Four tests were conduetedj two at-supersonic conditions and ont_

each at transonic and subsonic conditions. The supersonic and transonic

tests required _ropulslon units built into the test vehicle to reach the

desired Mach number. The typical powered flight m_.ssion sequence is shown

in Figure 3. _he '_ubsonle te_l" did not need propulsion units_ but involved

simply a free fall drop from t,e balloon.

The test vehicle (Figures 4 and 5) was physically similar to the Viking

entry vehicle except for the protruding rocket motor nozzles required on the

powered vehicles. The test vehicle weighed approximately 1890 lbs at deeelcra _

for deployment on each of the flights. On-board instrumentation included

forward and aft looking cameras, bridle leg t_,nsiometers, rate gyros and _

aceelerometers. More dotal.led information on the test system_ test _ystem

• performance and test operations is included in Referetlces 2 through 5.

i
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(1) -Z A_IS (*g Ol_.%q, _ l.t+ ._ 0.030"

g'............137.2,5 DIA.

AFT VIEWIN( ]

S TELEI_'I,*RY ANT.A AFT VIEWING

COMMAND A_,T,

-Z (2 PLACES)
FLIP AWAY LENS

COVER (2 PLACES) [
SPIN MOTORS

(6 PLACES)

m_SPINMOTORS
(4 PLACES) /

/

"Y +y

AFT V£SWING

PHOTOSONICS
CAF_RA AFT VIEWING

MILL]KEN CAMERA

FORWARD VIEWING

BRIDLE PROTECTION MILLIKEN CAMERA
COVER

: EXTENS IOMETERS

(3 PLACES)

"'- GUIDE RAIL

(3 PLACES) A

MAGNETOME'_RS

i _ VIEW LOOKING AT AFT END

: OF _P_/[[ICLE

BLDT SUPERSONIC VEHICI.E CONFIGURATION

l"IGUl_ 4
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_' tJ:] IllAKLq C_ AT MORTAR li'lilE,.31.7" Irl33.7"
/7%

(_ 35° _' 25o".II1*'1 ILqONI' , 'I!iiANflONIfl

i.ll,l,l)l, RAIL (3 lll.Al,l,,_)

I,OAI) BAll 8111_PORT , I'RUI.I,URL
VI,,Ill(,I,I, ,_1,,lAIIAJION PLANF,

CAMI,',IiASIlOWN OIYTOF PL.4NF,
AFilRL

3 AXIS RATi,', GYliO

FORWARD TENSTOMETER (3 PLACES)

VIlh_ING

COMMAND --_- ACCELEROMETER

ANTENNA _ (4 PLACES)

I)E(,LLI_ArOR SUPPORT

S 1RI Cl:llRk

I)EChI.I'.RAI OR SYSTKH
[ .

LOAD BAIt
SUPPORT

STRUCeS/RE ROCKETDYNE MOTORS

BALLAST (4 PI,ACES)

INSTRUMENT & JELECTRICAL / BASE COVER
!i COMPARTMENT _/: FORWARD VIEWING CAMERA SIlOWN OUT

i TELEMETRY ANTENNA OF PLANE
i l_;' '';' ' _"' ,_.XIENS IOM_,IER 66.76

i (3 PLACES) blAGNETOIV_TER
(2 PLACES)

t ROCKET MOTOR
, AEROSHEI,L SUPPORT STRUCTURE

SEC'!/IONA_A

SUI.Etx_(N,.CVhHI(,LE SEC£[( NAI,VIEWFIGURE 5 BLDT ' '":"_ ) Y ....... "

2
Q

1
:_ I ¸
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_, Test. Point. S_ln_.[:ion

The BLDT test; points will hraeket the _augc of post,_Ibl_Mars deploy-

ment cond_g_ons an indicated in FJ,gur_, 6.

Test Vehlcle AV-I wlll demonstrate performance and structural inte-

grity at deployment conditions that are in excess of the maximum Mars

effective design dynamic pressure and in excess of Mach 2.0 as in Figure

7.

Test Vehicle AV-2 will demonstrate performance at deployment condi-

tions in the transonic region and at a dynamic pressure lower than the

lowest dynamic pressure shown for Mars in Figure 8.
a

Test Vehicle AV-3 will demonstrat:e performance at deployment condl- I

iron0 representing a velocity that is less than the Mars envelope shown

in Figure 9.

i_ Test Vehlc_e AV-4 is a re-f_Ight of the m&_imum Mach and dy._amic

_ pressure objectives of AV-I except that it reflects revised Mars peak

;_ load envelope condltlon_ of Figure I0 which were changed as a result of

! Mariner 9 Mars a_mosphere estimates.

-_. B. General Parachute, PeKfgrmaace Ob__ectlves

_' The general qualification ohjectlves of all the BI,DT flights ar_:

I. Vcrlfy that _he mortar provides sufflci_nt velecity to support

full deplo_nent of the parachute.

2. Verlfy that ejection from mortar fire through _Ine _gtretch, bag

i strip and initial full i.n_!lation is relatively smooth a_d free

of canopy "dumps" or other discontinuities.

1974r}n  91 _T_R
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3. Vo,rlfy rh_tl:c#tlaopymaint:atnn a r_,Int_voly nt:nbl,,drap, :;h;,imaft,,r

'[llJ, t,_.(l] [llJ:[it[:[Oll ;llld c;mopy area ose_llati,on phase i:_ ov,,r.

4. V_rif'y fh:tl; md]f,l.cieut dr:q; p.rf't_rmanc_ l.n producml I;o support

Vik.inl; m,i_'m_.mt r{:qllll,_;lll_-'ll|',; ¢lt5 t't._l°tll{.ltal velcmity and acrtmho, ll

separ,:tt;iott. ,l_l,:. d't'ag coeffJ,cim_l produ(:c,d by t:hc parachute in the

pres_mee of t:hc forcbody shoul, d be w,ithtli th., cnvelolm ot! CDvc, rsus

Math number a_q def"l.ned :i.n Figure ] 1.. This re,l.uirement refer,':_ to

quasi-steady 8l:.ate drag mid does not apply to the highly dyttam_.c

pulsations that occur during the parachute opening process.

5. Demonstrate that the parachut:e has an adequate structural margin to

sustain maximum opening loads for the V'ilcingmission and maintain

an essetLtially damage free condition through the deceleration phase.

6. Vehicle oscillations shall be les,._than or equal to +25 degrees

amplitude in quasl-steady state descent with no wind when analy-

tically extrapolated to Mars conditions.

i

7. Vehicle: attitude rates shall be less than or equal to 30 degrees/

i second in quasl-steady state descent with no wind when analytically

t extrapolated to Mars conditions.

7

C. l,oads Criteria

The critical load test for the parachute is the supersonic case and the

, objective for this test is to obtain peak load conditions that fall within the

| Math number attddynamic pressure envelope defined _n Figures 7 and lO. In

establishing these load limit;.;,the effectS.re d_:slgn dynamic pressure for

I_ ' and load amplil!_catlon effect::_and _dJusted upward for the abset_ce of Intm ....

planetary c.rui:3edegradat'.iOt_oTlwse adJu_t:mm_t,qare mode to c_npetlsate i'm

1974006421-T£RNl
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re]ottv¢, ehango.n in Lh_ paraehnt:o s t:rttetnrnl elqmbilttty bt;t, wotua BLDT nnd

M;I_?_] ,qfl fo]lowtt:

W _ Margin of ow;rteut ,_,_1.3 tua_.

•_ X _,_Aerodynamic heat::i.ug factor" '= .985

Y = Ampl'].ftcat-ton Effect = .95

I Z = Interplanetary Cruise Degradation = 1.03
1
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Pflrnchl_t_, d_,pio,Vm_nt c_Mdll:lmLn l,ii Ihn BLI}T f[_l_htfl dtLffor from l:hc,

Y_k:[n)_ eondltlmIIl _n n,,v,,r(il |11q-n_rl:_ill! r,,_ip,,,'l:H, 'rht, I_LDT vehl¢lo |iii¢] fo

(ICC(!l_ Llli, cmiidll4i| ,!ffe(:_tl t_|' n pow_,r_,d fl I}_hl: phane wh|eh _ncluded spin ,_

up, dtmlHn till{I mail} t)|l/_i(l{)l:hrutIl: l'lil=,_,fl', g,,cm|dly, tln,BLDT vehicle,

unlike thu V'I.ki.nt_ ontry vc,htcl_,, ,lid lull hay,, an active attitudo control

, Pyfltt*,nt tit1(] cog]A] rto| _. ¢on|_ro[ att:ltude r_lt:t,*_; _r tllll_l(]8 oiL' lJt_a(_k _ttt] H_dO-

_1,£p at depl.oymen_.

The prhtvlry purl_o_e of each BLD'£ wfltlcle was to achieve pat'achuto

deploymont comlicfons which fell within the de_,_/_red quali£tcatton envelopes

dl.scussed it,Section IV. '_his was accomplished for each test condition by

selectlug the proper drop attitude from the b_lloon, choosing the numbe¢

and type of rocket motoru for the desired thrust and ricing the mortar

either by ground command or by alrborn_ timer. Within thes,udesign con-

stralnts the actual deployment conoltions were further Influenced by

_' numerous flight performance d,_.sperslonswhich were tt_some degree pre-

dictable but had to be controlled as tightly a_,:possible.

I ._ A summary of actual parachute d.plcyment condition_ achieved on eachf i

of the BLDT flights fs pre,_euted in Table 2o
i. I

[[ ,
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TABLE 2

BLDT PAKACHUTE DEPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

AV- t AV-2 AV- 3 AV-4

-- Math Number 2.18 1.133 .47 2.126

Dynamic Pressure, psf i4.63 5.00 6.9 10.90

Velocity, FPS 2314 1194 464 2290

Axial Acceleration, O's 1.18 .40 .34 - .93

Altitude, Feet 142025 135368 87027 147186

Angle of Attack, degrees - t2 5,4 3.5 - 4.1

_ .... Angle of SideSlip, degrees - 2 - 4.9 - 4.5 _ 3,1

Total Angle of Attack, degrees 13 7.28 5.7 5.2 ,

Parachute Temperature, OF 50 47 26 46

_ Residual Spin Rate, deg/sec - 26 - 62 - .5 - 30

J

. _ Pitch Rate, deg/sec 2 13 2.1 14

i. .... Yaw Rate, deg/see - 3 3 o 5.8 4

i

: Trim Angle of Attack, degrees - 8.5 - 3.7 - 4.3 - 9.

! Deviation from Trim, degrees 4. I0.4 9.1 b,

' l

:i



:• 2_

The aet._l deployment conditions are compared to _h_ qualif_cation

envelopes _n Figuree 7, 8, 9 and 10° Examination of these figures reveals

chat w_Ch the exception of AV-1 which was subsequently ruled a "no test",

all flight test peak load points fell within the desired qualification

envelopes. In some cases, such as AV-3 (Figure 9),deviation in _he planned

drop altitude accounted for much of the difference between targeted and

actual deployment conditions, An overview of all the test points plotted

with relation to the latest Mars _welope i_ _igure 6 shows that the deee-

': lefator has truly been tested at co_:ditionsthat encompass upper and lower

::/ limits of Hath number and dynamic pressure.
, 'iii

_-_ A review of some of the other deployment conditions from Table 2

reveals additional qualification data. The maximum BLDT total angle of

:'. ,_ attack of 13 degrees compares favorably with the Mars nomlnal trim con-

_::-_ d_tlon o£ 11,9 degrees at Math 2.0, Stowed parachute temperature eondi-

i_i.; tlons o_ all fl_ghts were lower than the _C°F requirement to limit aerodynamic

_ii_ heat degraOatlon o_ the canopy at the higher Math number conditions,
._!i
'_ The attitudes and attitude rates for BLDT are indicative of vehicle

iif'i:, dynamic motlons which are significantly higher than what is expected on
_ MarS, An indication of how far each vehicle was away from its tri_cond_-

_ t/on at depleymen_ is obtained by computing the vector difference bet-deen

total angle of attack at deployment and at aerodynamic ttlm, This vector

difference, shown as deviation from trim in Table 2 was as hlgh as 10,4

_: degrees on BLDT whereas the Viking vehicle oscillation about trim is expec-

i _'i ted to be_3 degrees (Reference 17), Attitude rates as high as 1_ degrees/second on BLDT compare with Viking rates that are controlled by an attitude

'_. control system to approximately I degree/second°

........... _ ...... _ '_ ..... I.... |I__ I_.... -_-_:_=_ "=:_:_:.:--......__=_-_;_:;_:_: _=_i ,-!_=_' .__;_i
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vl. ,MOFARP,ZZOR SCE

_.e minimu.m-_nar.r.ar velocity required for the Viking decelerator was

established by requiring a positive velocity margin of at least 5 FPS at

bag strip under the most adverse deployment conditions. The Viking entry

_ehlcle is decelerating at 23 ft/sec 2 in the worst case at parachute deploy-

ment. Additional_assumptions used in establishing a minimum mortar

velocity are:

I. The maximum ejected weight is lO0 Ibs.

. i. . 2. The deployment bag drag is zero during canopy and line strip. This

L

_.. assumption more than adequately accounts for dynamic pressure degrad-

l _ scion behind the blunt aeroshell._ _ 3. Line stripping friction is assumed to be a constant value of 2 Ibs,

i (nef. 8).

i__ _ 4, Canopy stripping friction is assumed to be a constant value of 6
i! i/_i

i _i Ibs. (Pet, 8)

_2i:ii,
_.!:; 5, A 2-body ejection simulation method (Ref. 9) is used which considers

i

I variable mass distribution and momentum exchange between deployment
i bag and lander.

, The minimum Viking mortar performance defined by the above conditions

' i

....i is 94 FPS (Ref. 7). On the supersonic BLDT flight tests (AV-I and AV-4)
O i

where a 1.3 overload in dynamic pressure is targt,ted, the increased BLOT

?ii deceleration adds approximately tO ¥P$ to the mortar velocity requirement

for equivalence between BLDT and Viking during the bug strip process. A

i2..
" 2
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mortar design was chosen which had the additional margin of ejection

velocity to make it sultabte for both BLDT and Viking. Mortar development

tests (Ref. 8) conducted in a chamber where altitude and temperature could

be simulated showed a mean mortar velocity of 110.6 FPS with a standard

deviation of 4.42 FPS.

Accrual BLDT mortar performance is evaluated by observing the bag

stripping process from on-board cameras. Nhen the suspension lines are

fully payed out of the deployment bag, line stretch occurs and the canopy

starts emerging from the bag. This event causes an identifiable spike

to occur on the telemetered tensiometer loads and can readily be identified

on the on-board film. The time from mortar fire to line stretch is there-

fore accurately determined. The actual distance the deployment bag must

travel for the suspension lines to be pulled from the bag is defined by

_ the length of the lines themselves. For most of the low dynamic pressure

applications tha_ are typical of the Mars deployment, the lines may be

assumed to follow a straight line between lander and the bag. For higher

dynamic pressure and angle of attack conditions such as were experienced

on AV-I, a line bowing correction was applied to account for the aerodynamic

influence on the lines. By simulating the mortar firing process with com-

plete aerodynamic forces and momentum exchange between the forebody and

the deployment bag, a mortar velocity can be deduced. A summary of the

i _ mortar performance determined from a review of the flight data and slmuls-

L_ lion is presented in Table 3.

., J

i

|
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TABLE 3

BLDTI_ORTARPERFORMANCE

Mo=tar Velocity, FPS 112 106.5 106 114.2

Time to Line Stretch, Sec. 1.03 Io015 1.02 .99

Relative Velocity at Llne Stretch 72 92.6 91.8 86.4

Time to Bag $_.rip, Sec. 1.40 1.31 1.32 1.30

Relative Velocity at gas Strip 71.5 83.9 84.3 83.6

All the BLDT flight mortar velocities exceed the minimum Viking
L:

i requirement of 94 FPS and show a substantial relative v_locity remaining

_,., " at bag strip to assure positive bag strip, There appears to be a fair

! amount of variation in mortar velocity from flight to flight. If we com-
,' )I

._ i:_ bine all the ground and flight mortar data of a common design, the mean

i

i mortar velocity ts 110 FPS with a standard deviation o£ 4.0 FPS. The

!i chance of the mortar velocity being as low as 94 is seen to be extremely

: ! remo re.

1

_f,' i

t
t,.
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VZI. PARACHUTE INFLATION CHARACTERISTICS

The on-board Milliken and Photoson£cs aft-viewing camera films wore

examined In detail to establish event times and to document the character

of the parachute inf_Lat£on. Filling times from either line stretch or

bag strip are summarized in Table 4.

• Table 4

_ Parachute Inflation Characteristics

' _i AV-I AV-2 AV-3 AV-4

Filling Time from Line Stretch, sec. .56 .64 .81 .56

Filling Time from Bag Strip, sec. .25 .35 .52 .312

i (/ Vehicle Velocity at Line Stretch, fps 2250 1160 459 2245 ....
!

. _ Vehicle Velocity at Bag Strip, fps 2218 1150 458 2235

The filling times for the BLDT flights are plotted in Figure 12 along
i

with flight test data from the low altitude bomb drop development tests

and Ylanetar F Entry Parachute Program (PEPP) results (Reference 10), The

i data which uses bag strip as a zero reference more nearly reflects classt-

:_._ cal filling time since less titan 10 percent Inflation occurs before bag
I

i strip. The handbook design filling tlmc equation for parachutes _#Ith

,; inherent geometric porosity (if - .65 • _G " Do/V " Reference II) agree8

!i_. reasonably well with the Viking parachute test data in Fi&ure 12. The

• envelope of test data thus established provides good assurance that large

uncertainties in filling time are unlikely.

1974006421-TSC06
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The growth of the canopy from lln_ strc_ch was obtained by IntcR_a_InR

the projected area images £rom the Hilliken camera. A canopy growth para-

meter curve of normalized area versus time for each parachute test is

included in Figure 13, The projected area at any time _s divided by the

projected area in the final ascends of airborne film coverage (50 seconds

after mortar fire). The time scale is normalized by the total filling time.

Ccmparison of the BLDT canopy growth curves shows them all to be w_ll be-

haved and w_y similar. The curve for AV-I, as might be expected, showed
i!

the effect of a damaged canopy by deviating most significantly from the
i: o

others That part of the inflation curve from bag strip to £_II open is

seen to be approximated very closely by a cubic function of time.

After first full inflation the canopy typically goes through a short

i i period of unstable inflatlon shown in Figure 14. The BLDT canopy behavior

is very similar to that shown on previous Disk-Gap-Band tests in the PEPP

! i_ series, and like PEPP showed increased instability at the supersonic

deployment conditions. Two dips in projected area, one at 2.0 seconds on

!! i
i i::i AV-2 and another at 2.5 seconds on AV-4 are more pronounced than previously

i. i seen on FEPP. These appear to be caused by the canopy moving across the

i wake of the blunt forebody which unlike PEPP remained in place after pare-

c huts deployment. After the short period of area oscillations shown ini
t,

! Figure 14, the canopy achieved steady Inftatton and remained stable

_/ thereafter. No correctlon has been applied to the parachute projected area

ratio to account for variation £n the canopy image plane under changing load

conditions,

_"" _- o-_o_'" - _'-_" _ ' .... o° - .... ' _=.l_L__._-- _ .::.._._:.:::.=.',_
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Op_n_nL load prediction har_ made rapid ntrides tn recent years wlrh

the aid of high speed digital computers. The work of lletnrieh (ReferonQe

:, 12), Berndt and DeWaeae (Reference 13) and Toni (Reference 14) have con-

tributed no_ably towards at_ tmdor_andinR of _h_ parachute opening load

problem. In _plte o£ all this progress, opening load prediction ts still

: very difficult because _hv non-rigld structure As mad_ o£ textiles with

complex vlsco-elastlc properties. G_neral practice has been to verify the

analytical predictions with load factors determined from fat! scaly _ests,

! The Viking problem, howuver, involves an atmosphere which we cannot slmu-

, late very well here on Earth. We at'edepend_,.nttherefore upon our simula-

:: lion tools for Mars opening load prediction. Part of the quali_le_rlon

' _ process, then, is t_ compare our predicted opening loads with the actual

i _ BLDT results and from this comparlson to make an assessment of how well

1 i:!
I _ we can predict Mars opening loads.

i _' Although it is the of this discussion to into thebeyond scope go

ii details o_ our opening load prediction methods, a few points can be made.

i:'_ The methods used represent the _oint efforts of _oodyear Aerosp&ce (C_C).

l, Langley Research Center (LRC) and Martin Harietta Corporat,_onand therefore

I i consider most o£ the usual state-of-the-art features. Of particular con-

' : _ tern on the Viking application are the blunt forobody effects on the papa- '

: chute drag coefficient. Wind tunnel data (Reference 15) shown in Figure

15 show a dramatic difference between chute alone drag and drag In

the wake of the Viking lander. The difference has been attributed to

. i I _ mutual interference effects between parachute and forebody. For the

purpose of opening load determination, the chute alone data has been

1974006421-TSCll
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uocd an cho ao_,_mp_tan _ha_ _n_arfor_n¢.a drag la_mea _aka a ftutto !oagth

of _tmc to bo efltabltahed af_cr ftro_ _uf_a_an. Tho anaumed yahoo of

drab _oefficiant u_e4 in load pc,diction may, of course, b_ reviewed _o

tncor_oratc _t, DT _c0_ results.

Load/elon_a_to_ te_ttng of the Dacron 52 au_peuoton line [aaterta_

has revealed some interesting properties• F_rsc_ fltresa/strata curve

non-linearities have led u_ to include these effects in our simulation

model rather than us£n_ a _tmple spring constant. Secondly, testing of

the suspension lines at different load onset rates hat revealed a strong

sensitivity to this e£fect. The lower load/elonga_ion curve tn Ftfiure

16 was obtained _here the _tratn rate was 1.67 percent per second•

The uppe_ c_trve was generated by a strain rate of 100 percent per second•

It became apparent that the difference between the upper and lower cu_e

i_ simply reflected viscous da_pin_ and could be related to _he relative

_ velocity between lander and parachute during the inflation process.

I_ ii_ Another £utere_ting property of textiles £s the change in apparent elas-

:_ tic properties after peak load during the unloading cycle as noted in! :

i ,

!! Figure 16• Th_ hyete_esis effec_ £s time dependent and resulc_ In per-

_nent deformation when the load Is re,eyed•
t /
I The parachute opening loads experienced on gLDT are recorded by ten-

sic_neter$ in each of the three bridle legs and by on-board accelerc_eters.

i •
[ The ten_tometera are anted directly to obtain the total parachute load

whereas the a_celeromete_ readings ieclude aeroshell drag which _ust be

i subtracted out to obta/.n parachute loads The conditions at peak load

are summarized in Table 5.

"197400  p'1 -T.q
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_= Tab [,., 5

BLDT PEAK LOADCONDITIONS

^v°__&

Math Number 1.91 1.06 .46 1._9

Dynamic P_sure,, psi [1.00 4._5 7.18 8.50

Peals Axial Acceleration, G*s _11.2 -5.62 -7.86 -9.728

Peak Load (Tensiometer), lbs. [7393 9009 [2906 16196

Peak Load (AccL;lerom_er), [bs. 182(_0 9408 13400 16050

Predlct_d Load for above coudl- 19500 7029 12558 17123
floss, Ibs.

!. Effective Drag Coeffici_nt, ¥/qS .717 .897 .815 .863

[ _ F£llin8 Tim_ from Line Stretch, sot .56 .64 ,Bl .56
i

I _ One must keep in mind that the openlug toads recorded by the ten-

i. slometers or the accelerometers can be tn error by as much as 5 percent.

[ :! a comparison of the actual versus predicted load data in Figure 17

_-i shows the in-flight measurements, however, agreeing reasonably _e[l _tth

each other, The predicted loads, on thu other hand, seem to show a

i_ systematic error band which underpredlcts at l_w load and overpredicts

: I at high loads. This is a more desirable situation than the other way

L_i around and may simply reflect undue conservatism that creeps into worst

i case analyses. There arc several other posolble explanatlons_ however,

that seem more likely. ThQ phase relationship between load application

" and the natural frequency of the system may be different in reality than

In the model. This is the old problem that shows up occasionally oven

. i

ii in two tests at identical dynamic pressure because no two Infflatlonsare

_! the same dynamlcnlly. Another explanation for the error band may 1£e An

!
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our a_aumod loael/c,!on_a_an and dnmping propor_i_ nhown In F_gur_ _6,

Thee io ougg_cod by r_ha nhapo of ho_h tht_ acLual and prt_dict_d load

ou_Teo in Figure 17, Note th_ upper bend _n _he gurveo appears at a

arable line load level of 330 _bo. which to whc rc _he tOO porcon_ o_ratn

• rate curve bends also. Indeed, if we plat the _taoti_ po_o. of the

" opening load from our slmulatton in Figure 17 tt r_membloa the shape of

the actual load more closely than the simulation total load which In-
i

_ eludes damping. This may imply that the slmp_ of our assumed damping

_ curve Is in crier. 1_is last explanation seems to be the most reason-

able and suggests an adJusgme,t_of our model to more nearly agree with

BLDT results.

i

! i_ven with no modifica_ion _o our load prediction model, _he BLlYr
i _ results Imply that we will certainly be able to predict the Mars openln8

i load _or a given set of condltions to within +_2000Ibs. At the Mars
maximum predicted load level of 13500 Ibs.,the uncertainty In load

prediction will be close_ te +1000 ibs, and we will more likely over-

predict than underpredlct.

S_nce the character of an opening load curve £s often of interest,

the BLDT opening load curves are presented in Figures 18, 19 and 20.

One of the benefits of havirkB£ndivldual load cells at each of three

bridle legs, t.a the abltlty to determine the pull angle that the parachute

load makes with the longitudinal axla of the vehicle. The value moat slg-

ntflcant for structural design purposes ts the pull angle value occurring at

peak load. Thls value was amazingly consistent on BLDT In spite of the wide

variety of deployment oondltlons. _he four flight values were 3.0 (AV=I),

'f_ 3,0 (bV-2_,,3.5 (AS-3), and 3.2 (AV-4) for an average of 3.17 degrees.
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One of the concerns of the decelerator qualification process i_ the

determination of attitudes and attitude rates induced into the lander by t_e

p&rachute. The following specification from Reference 15 applies to the Mars

application:

"Combined parachute/Viking Lander body response shall be

such that lander attitude excursions shall not exceed_-_5 degrees

from a no-suet trajectory and attitude rates shall not exceed 100

degrees/second with an oscillatory frequency of not less than 1.75

cps at opening shock with requirements decreasing linearly to_25

degrees and 30 degrees/second by six seconds after $ortar fire (4

seconds after parachute full open) and remaining within these latter

bounds until terminal engine ignition."

lii

As-stated in Section _V, _he object of the qualification procedure is

_ i I to assess these parameters on BLDT and analytically extrapolate them to Mars
!:

::_ _:_ conditions. The BLDT AV-4 attitude rates from on-board rate gyros in pitch,

yaw and roll are shown in Figure 21, At opening shock, the peak attitude
-!

_i _i rate iS 110 degrees/second at a frequency of 2.2 cps. The peculiar beating

ii characteristic _n pitch and yaw is simply the projection on the itch and
!.

i i yaw axis of a rolling _ehicle of an attitude transient that is _nitially

il occurring in a specific plane, l_e o_her three BLDT flights had attitude

i _i transient _espo_e very similar in frequency, damping and general character

_._ to that shown for AV-4. Because of the differing Ioad end initial conditions
i

' on the other flights, however, the peak attitude rates in degrees/second were

: 148 (AV-I), 90 (AV-2) and 120.

In order to have confidence in the analytical extrapolation to Mars

" pro_eSa, We first must demonstrate confidence in our ability to simulate

1974006421-TSD07
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i,
t

i

,1
the BLDT flight ro0ul_s. To achieve good dynamic _ttmtation, the paraGhuto i

i
aerodynamic moment coefficient between static trim points had to be reduced

to zero and a fictittouo pin-connected riser had to be inserted begween thfl
i

bridle and the parachute suspension line apex. Both of these chaugeA allow i
i

less constraining influence on the lander by the parachute. The pitch and

yaw attitude rates for AV-4 generated by simulation are shown in Figure 22. i

Very good agreement with the BLDT results in Figure 21 is achieved except

at the peak pitch rate point where the error is as high as 3S degrees/second.

The dif£_rences in peak rates as time progresses gets smaller until the dif-

ference practically disappears. The extrapolation process can proceed, how-

! ever, with this error tolerance in mind.

: : _ The BLDT.vehicle was aerodynamically similar to the Viking lander, but
i,

, had different physical properties as indicated in Table 6.
ti

t [

' Table 6

,: PHYSICAL PROPERTY COMPARISON
r

:. _ ,_ BLIY£AV-.,_._....=.4Vik.ir_Lander

welght- lbs lSgo 1960.6
i*

t i C.G. offset - Z inches 1.41 1.83! Moment of Inertia - slug-ft 2, X 437/262 537/333
!_ i (Before/after aeroshell ¥ 335/227 285/154

i separ_tlon) Z 322/214 345/246t,

1 ' Another d££ference is _he fact that the Vikiu_ lander has an active

attitude control system with _0 ft-lbs torque and capable of controllin_
t

the vehlcle at deptoFment to with£n +3 degrees of aerodynamic trim In the

: presence of wind gusts (Reference 17).

The Mars maximum load case (Mach 1.9 deployment) and the mean deploy-

ment h_ve been simulated in detail (Reference 18). The results show the

1974006421-TSD08



j " if'Viklng m_xlmum attl, Me rates to be omall_r th_u th_ BLDT p_ak _:e_

!,_argoly be_au_o of the lower loads, slower ft.lling time, _nd affect of

I
the attitude control system in controlling deployment conditions and pro- i.

i'
,i

riding rate d_upinB thereafter. A review of the BLDTdeployment conditions ii
in Table 2 show that none of the variables in O_e Table have a good cor-

relation with the variation in peak attitude rates. First peak load, how-

ever, shows a strong correlation with the peak rates in Figure 23. The

Mats peak rates and loads from simulation are plotted in the same figure and

show a consistent trend. By adding an error band of uncertainty associated

_ with our simulation, s peak attitude rate line for Mars extrapolated eondi-

_, tions is generated. If we attach a 1000 lb uncertainty to the maximum pre-

, dietedMars openingof 13500 Ibs.,we observean extrapolatedpeak race

of 100 degrees/second which is in agreement with the parachute speeifiea-

._ tion (Reference 16).

:_ The Mars and BLDT simulations both show attitude excursions and rates

_i less than 25 degrees and 30 degrees/second during steady state descent and

_,, _ii while experiencingwind gust condltlons. BLDT attitudeoscillaclonsduring

i + descent are shown qualitatively to be within speciflcatton in the Figure 24

i _i fltm sequences taken from the recovery helicopter.
, !

'i

i
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The aeroshell separation system on ali BLDT vehicles is similar in _:

design and construction to the system to be used on the Viking lander. The !t!

396 lb. aeroshell is separated 7 second_ after mortar fire in the Viking i_
'r,

sequence. On BLDT aeroshell separation is timed to occur when specific !,

Math number and dynamic pressure conditions occur. Since separation is

achieved primarily by virtue of a favorable relative acceleration between
>

bodies, the qualification _est conditions should encompass the range of

Mach number and dynamic pressure expected on Mars. The BLDT flight con-

_.' dtttons at aeroshell separation tabulated in Table 7 are seen to ade-

quately bracket the Mars envelope conditions in Figure 25.

..... Decelerator qualification is concerned with aeroshell separation pri-

marily from the standpoint of whether parachute drag performance is adequate

to meet the qualification requirement of 50 fe_.t of separation in 3 seconds.

._ Observation of the airborne camera film shows no measurable change in the

parachute projected area at or shortly after separation. Separation versus

time data is obtained from a forwacd looking Milliken camera which records the

aeroshe11 moving away from the parachute payload. The separation results

from all four BLDT flights are seen in Figure 26 to more than adequately

meet the quallfication requlremenu. There is little evidence of any para-

! chute drag degradation In the separation data except for a slight change in

the slope of the separation curve of AV-I between I and 2 seconds after

•; separation, The Mars envelope shown is predicted by simulation using the

,,/ nominal predicted parachute drag performance.
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Table 7 i

BLDT .__A_ROSI_ELLSEPARATIONCONDITIONS I

i

Time from t4ortar Fire, sec. 9.68 9.1 13.76 7.65 !i

Mach l_umber .92 .615 .193 1.18

Dynamic _ressure, psf. 2.42 1.43 1.38 3.18

Time for I foot sepsrat£on, sec. .15 .18 .21 .16

Time for 50 feet separation, sec. 1.34 1.9 2.05 1.40
i

Sep&ratlon Distance in 3 sec. 192 120 97 206
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xi. P  CHUT ST UC.  L qUAL F CATIOS
_' I_

The Viking decelerator was designed for a aeslgn llmit load of 17,300

Ibs., the pre-BLDT best estimate of maximum Mars opening load. _lls load

readily defines the individual strength requirements for the 48 suspension

lines after applying safety and design factors. The determination of

canopy materials requires a more sophisticated method of determining stress

levels in the disk and band during inflation. In addition, the Viking pro-

gram must develop enough confidence in the stress prediction capability to

allow subsonic development test stress results in the Earth atmosphere to

i be applied to supersonic qualification flights on BLDT and Mars

i,_ For these reasons, a computerized stress pred/ction simulation program

_, !'! . _ was developed to predict dynamic stress levels within the parachute as a

i function of meridian station and time. The basic principle involved equa-

tlng the work done by the inflation gas during opening of the parachute to

1 i th_ strain energy absorbed by the primary structural components. The work

_ done consists of two additive parts: (1) the differential pressure across

i i i the canopy times the change in volume; i.e., P Av, and (2) the longitudinal

pressure force acting through a distance equal to the stretch in the suspen-

_°_, sion lines combined with the change in canopy height during inflation.

!,
_,_ A Series of subsonic drop tests were first carried out with the full

_/_ scale system a_ altitudes of about 50,000 feet. In t_ese tests careful

_ attent_o_ was given to establishing dynamically similar environmentS.

inv_fac as posuible, to those postulated for operation on Mars. Design
4

coud_tions for these tests were also e_tabltshed by taking into account.

possible differences in subsonic and supersonic effective drag coefficient.

:, Thm_ these tests were a practical means of _pproaching near Mars ultimate

_i stress conditlons in a cos_-effective manner.

1974006421-TSF0.R



A predicted stress plot for the Viking structural design case is pre= i

sented in Figure 27. As indicated, working stress (i.e., with nodeslgt, or I

safety factor) is presented both as a function of non-dimenslon inflation

time, y, and meridian location. The plots are characterized by high stresses

in the disk cloth near the vent during early inflation. As time increases,

however, the outboard locations increase in load. A peak working stress of

.,_ about 42 Ib/in. is achieved in the disk and 22 Ib/in. in the band. Disk and

band material strengths are 115 and 72 ib/in respectively. Similar sub-

sonic drop test predictions have been made. Typlcally, a relatively

higher loading i8 produced in the crown area of the canopy for limit load

tests owing to the comparatively slower inflation. For over-load tests,

i!_ however, a comparatively higher indicated stress was produced In the band.

_ Comparative results are shown in the table below.

: Table 8

i _ Comparative Subsonic Test Data and Stress Predictions

I _ Subsoni_ Peak Load Peak Load Disk Stress Band Stress
Test No, (Ibs)_ _ .(7oof Vikin_ _% of Viking)

_ LADTI 17,650 I00 98 88

LADT 2 9#300 53 94 88

i LADT 3 26,318 149 157 162

i LADT 4 24,225 137 131 157
LADT 5 23,900 135 129 154

i 'i LADT 6 18,600 105 103 93

, : LAQT 2 22 _200 126 121 136

L_T 3 23,200 131 126 146
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The parachute was successfully recovered on each of the BLDT flights.

Detailed post flight inspection data is included _n References 2 through

5. The only significant damage occurred on AV-I at an overtest load condi-

tion. The AV-I prachuto canopy sustained radial tears from the vent to

the edge of the disk in gores 36 and 38 early in the inflation cycle.

Analysis of the nature of the tears and the fact that they occurred much

' prior to peak canopy load leads to the conclusion that the failed panels

Ii: sustained frictional damage as they emerged from the deployment bag. The

excessive dynamic pressure reduced the bag stripping velocity, a11owing

a significant amount of canopy inflation prior to bag strip. This behavior

i : is felt to have caused the bag stripping damage. These areas were then

_ il exposed _o localized high pressure during an unsymmetrical canopy inflatloni

il which caused the small initial damage to propagate into large tears. In

, I spite of the damage sustained to the canopy, the parachute maintained struc-

i il tural integrity and produced sufficient drag for a successful Nars mission.

I _ On the powered fllghts_ a few small holes and black smudge marks were

attributed to hot rocket exhaust partlcle impingement on the canopy. Par-

ticles can be seen in the airborne camera film proceeding aft from the

vehicle during rocket motor tail-off prior to and during the deployment

process. There was evidence that a few minor cuts may have resulted from

i

friction burns along fold lines during bag strip.

Complete pre-fltght and post-flight measurements (References 2-$) ah_

interesting permanent deformations in structural components. The suspension

_ lines show the most significant permanent set which is of interest to the

opening load slmulation model. Between pre-fltght measurement and
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poot-£I_gh_ measurement, th_ parachute undergoes a hea_ o_r[ltzatton cycle

which _ntn have _hown _a_e_ a 2 percent nhrinkage _n flu_pennion lfnna.

After allowin_ £or _hia effect, the teat re_ultn show an average 7 foot

sueper_tou line length _ncrcase on the maximum load case (AV-1), a 3 loot

average length increase on the nex_ highest load ca0e (AV-4) and little_

i£ any, permanent sec on the lower ].oad casc_ (AV-2 and AV-3). The impli-

cation of this data is that the deformation up to some load level may be

almost entire[y elastic. This information may help improve our opening toad

i predic_on technique.

i_

j

!.
i:!

.... 1

J

it
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where: m = Vehiclemass, slu8

a = Acceleration, fps

P = Freestreamdensity

V = Vehicle relativevelocity, fps

S = Reference area, 2206 ft 2

CDF SF = Forebody drag area, ft2

/

i " The vehicle mass was given in the BLDT vehicle performance reports,
!

!: _ References 2 to 5, as was atmospheric data and forebody drag coefficient.

_: The vehicle acceleration, although measured with on-board instrumentatiuu,

_! was obtained primarily from radar, since the inertial attitude of the vehicle
¢*

i_ was not reconstructed during descent. The radar tracking data was differen-

i !':'i tlated twlce to give position, veloclty and acceleratlon using a least squares!

!i filter oVer various time intervals depending on the noise level in the radar
i

{

data. The relative velocity vector was obtained by subtracting the wind com-

ponents whereas the aerodynamic acceleration vector was obtained by adding

8rarity to the inertial accelerations. The component of this aerodynamic

acceleration vector along the velocity vector was _aused by drag and the nor-

[ mai component is flit. During the early deploy.cut stages where the accelera-

tion was varying, the accelerometer data was used to obtain the drag. The

composite drag coefficient curves for the flights are shown in Figure 28,
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The llft cnofflci_nt which was ohtalnod is nhown in Fi_ure 2g. The li£C dean

not appear to he significant unt.llsubsonic _poeds are _eached, The AV-] para-

chute d,l,d not produce as much lift a_ the al_hor _hroo paraehute_ probabSy dull

to the damage which occurred during d_p$oymouc. Th_ ]if_ whtch was produced by

the parachutes shows up quite clearly in the trajectory dur_n[_ tl_ vertical

deac_aC. Figures 30 thru 33 show how the horizontal velocity _ompononCs of

the trajectory osc£11ato about the wind. This relative ve$ocity is caused by

a llft acceleration which is rotating about the velocity vector. The phasing

between the directions indicate a somewhat constant lift vector whichi

is moving in a elrcular pattern rather than a swinging from side to side, _

This shows up when the horizontal relative vclocity components are plotted
i

against each other as in Figures 34 and 34. The direction of Chls llfc

i : vector is also presented in Figure 36. The evaluation of the lift is

strongly dependent on the accuracy of the winds data especially at low

altitudes where the descent velocity is low. Small errors in the winds

i j data ts re£1ected in the evaluation of both dynamis pressure and the llft

_ i! Vector. Due to th£.suncertaiuty in the magnitude of this llft, this por-

i ties of the trajectory was analyzed by assuming zero lift, and the descent
ii

i! rate was converted to a dynamic pressure. This terminal dynamic pressure

ii is sho_n in Figure 37 tar the four fllshts together with the altitude end

i Math number. The data sho_s a reduction In dynamic pressure below approxi-

i' 'I'_ mately 40,000 ft. (M<__0.05) which is indicative of a rise in the incremen-

tal parachute drag coe£_icteutj which is also shown. This drag variation is

i co_pared to the low altitude bomb drop tests (LADT) in Figure 38. These low

altitude tests included ballast which was dropped at approximately 20,000 ft.

.... Prior to ballast dump, the total vehicle weight was higher than the BLDT

weight (_ 2600 Ibs) and after ballast dump it was lower (_ 600 lbs). A
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_].milar drag r_t_o b_,low M _ 0.05 wan indicac_;d during chose tents, Since

thin dram _hanB_ oceurt3 tn t:ho, _raponph_r_, lc has been _pecula_e_l _hat

the deviation in drag coofftcien_ from _h_ nominal could be caused by a

parachute cloth elongation with temperature under load. _io w_uld

explain the hisher supar_ontc drag aJnc,_ _he cloth Lemperature would be

high due to aerodynamic heating. Although _he unat:esned length of

: Dacron fibers tend to shrink at higher temperatures, this trend can be

i easily reversed by the increase in resiliency with temperature. ,nts

drag rise occurs at a Reynolds number _ 5 x 106 based on Do, however

; there is no known reason why the drag should increase either below such

!..?, a Math number, nor above this Reynolds number. The Mar_ fllght conditions

..: ._ will be above thls Math number, below this Reynolds number and at colder

I temperatures which diminishes the tmnortance of this drag rise,
:i I

i

, iis

i

i

:i
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The followtn_ major conclusiona support the decelerator qualification

objectives of the Viking program.

A. The mortar provides sufficient velocity and margin to support

full deployment o£ the parachute,

, B. Parachute ejection from mortar fire through line stretch, bag strip

an_initial inflation is free of significant anomalies.

_ C. The parachute maintains a very stable drag shape after a short

period of initial inflation area oscillations.

if V. Sufficient drag performance is produced to support Viking mission

i !_: requirements and to achieve satisfactory aeroshell separation. The drag

, coefficient produced by the parachute in the presence of the Viking forebody

falls within the required envelope of Figure 28 with few minor deviatios_s of

no significance. There is evidence of drag degradation in the wake of the

_i entry vehicle at transonic velocity as was expected.
,i

i i

'iii E. Lander oscillations in quasi-steady state descent with no wind will/

_ be less than +25 degrees on Mars. Attitude rates during terminal descent on

° Mars Will be less than 30 degrees/second. The maximum attitude rate at papa-
l

chute opening shock will be approxlmately I00 degrees/second.

F. Parachute structural integrity has been proven supersonically at

load conditions approximate]y 30 percent greater than Mars peak load condi-

._ tions. Additionally, subsonic development and qualification bomb drop tests

have proven the str,Jcturc at stre_s levels equivalent to 1.5 tilnes the Mars

desigtt values,
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m

!
TI_. rcs_l_s of the BLDT program and low altitude development and

qualiftc_ton bomb drop tests show that the p_rformance obJQccives of

the Viking decelerator qualt, fica_lon program have been successfutly met.

i i i

i_ i

!J

t
i1
!1
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